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About This Content

The superbly detailed EWS Class 66 V2.0 is now available for Train Simulator.

When British Rail’s freight operations were privatised in 1996, EWS brought mo 5d3b920ae0
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English

Yes absolutely brilliant train. Sounds are good and the horn i take it is high soft low soft because it doesnt have a really loud
sound. I have AP Class 66 sound pack for this and its absolutely awesome. A nice high horn loud horn and the sounds are
amazing. On this train there a 2tone horn using spacebar and"B".. Horn sounds are a bit patchy, but the AP sound pack improves
it! Great Model especially since it has the buckeye so you can haul foreign wagons like Schnabel cars and mk3 coaches. The
default engine sounds are really good as well as the cab textures.. get the 67 instead. Really lovely train! I give it a 10/10.. Horn
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sounds are a bit patchy, but the AP sound pack improves it! Great Model especially since it has the buckeye so you can haul
foreign wagons like Schnabel cars and mk3 coaches. The default engine sounds are really good as well as the cab textures.. get
the 67 instead. There's something, I don't know what, that makes this better than the other 66's available. I like it. I think you
ought to buy this. The livery is accurate, the cab feels right and the control systems are (quite) accurate. Pros: Good livery Good
model detail Nice cab Control systems - centre sprung brakes etc Train Length button Nice (ish) scenarios Cons: The horn.
ouch. Could use a better (slightly less obvious) particle system - I've not seen a 66 putting out that much smoke, especially at
idle. This is a complaint I have with all the 66s available. Headlight control - only off/front/rear TL;DR: This is a nice rendition
of the class 66. If you're planning to use workshop scenarios with the 66, I've found there to be more available for the
Freightliner livery version. However I actually prefer this version, and I think you should get it. But you should also get the
Armstrong Powerhouse sound pack, because reasons.
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